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NEJ:.C0'1E BY H. E. HAJOR-<WIERAL J. N. GMBA, OlAIRMAN Of' UNITID NATIO.~S SPOCIAL 
CCl\00. 'lTEE JI.GAINS!' APARI'llBID 
Excellencies, 
Dist. ished ial 
=3ll spec .. 
Ladies and Gentlerren, 
invitees, 
<kl behalf of the Special Comnittee against APartheid, I weloare the 
special guests and all participants in this Conference - representatives of 
goverrurents, in~overnrrental and non-governmantal o:tganizations, as well 
as r.iany legislators, mayors, educators, reli.gia.ls leaders and ot.'1ers active 
in the canpai.gn againsc apartheid - for responding to cw: illvitation. 
I express o..ir great appreciation to the Heads of State of Zant>ia and the 
Feceral Rep.lblic of Nigeria for sending their special representatives to this 
~raerence. · 
I exterrl a special ~cxxre to the President of Sl'IAPO, to the representatives 
of the national liberation r:over.ents of Sooth Africa, and to all others 
stzugglin, against apartheid in Saith Africa and Namibia. 
'lhis ~raerer.ce has been convened by the Special Camu.ttee in i;ursuance 
of its efforts to p..iblicize the sib.tation resultin, from the inhuman system 
of a~eid in Sooth Africa, and to persuade all governrrents and peoples to 
join l.11 concerted and effective international action for the elimination of 
apartheid. 
It rreets at a critical tine in the history of the struggle for em3J1Cipation 
in Africa. 
Apartheid, amed to the teeth, has been blackmailin, independent African 
States, holdin, the people of Namibia hostage and rushin, to denationalize 
the indigeocus African majority in Sooth Africa. 
' At the sa,:e tirre, there is an orchestrated effort by the perpetrators of 
apartheid and their friends to confuse and hoodwink 1,1Qrld p.,blic opinion and 
persuade it that aoartheid has miraa.iloosly beoorre peaceful ar.d flexible, that 
the leopard is losin, its sports, and that the way to deal with evil is 
en;agerrent 'and dialogue with the evil-<loers. 
The racist regi.rre of Pretoria has becorre so emboldened as to de;nand 
reo:::gnition as a r egional~-
The Special Comnittee dernmces all collaboration with aoartheid. It 
reaffir:ns that t.'ie duty of all governrrents and peoples is the suppression and 
p.mishr.ent of aoartheid, not to find pretexts and adjustrrents to live with it. 
It, therefore, welcxxres the p.lblic ootrage which has a=,panied the recent 
visit of Prirre Minister Botha to Western I:urope. 
This is a tirre for steppin, up governrrental and p..iblic action to quarantine 
the racist regirre and assist the struggle for national liberation in Sooth 
Africa and Na.'.libia. 
• 
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l\DORESS BY lllP. SECRETARY-GENERAL OF 'IflE UNITED NATIONS, 
H. E. MR. JAVIER PEREZ DE aJELI.AR 
Mr. Olai.n'Mn, 
Excellencies, 
Distin,iuished guests, 
Iadies and gentlerren, 
I wculd like to extend my greetin;Js and best wishes to all participants 
in this North American Regional Conference for Action against Apartheid. 
Apartheid is unacceptable to the United Nations and to the international 
cx:mrunity. It is a ne;ation of the purposes and prillciples of the United 
Nations and of the Universal Declaration on Human Rights. 
It has been unanim::usly oondermed by the General ,AsSE!!OOly and the 
Sealrity Camell of the United Nations as a crime against the oonscience and 
dignity of mankind. 
It has caused .imrense sufferin;J, and has escalated tension and oonflict 
in southern Africa. 
The United Nations has been concerned with this problem for over three 
decades and is ccmnitted to the elimination of apartheid. 
It is heartenin;J that ruirerrus o:rganizations and individuals in all · 
ra;iions of the \<Orld a,:-e takim action in harnony with, and in support of, 
United Nations resolutions on this matter. 
I oamend the activities of the Special cannittee against Apartheid, and 
its current Olai.rman, Airoassador Garba, in keepin;J the oonscience of the 
\<Orld alive to the issue of aoartheid and enco.iragin;J w:,rld p.lblic opinion 
to exert its influence towards ooncerted action for the elimination of apartheid. 
I assure them of my support. 
' We have witnessed significant develo,::trents in saithern Africa in recent ironths. 
I have l1'ade it clear that peace and stability in saithern Africa require 
an end to all acts of destabilization, the independence of Namibia and the 
abandonrrent of aoartheid in sooth Africa. 
I rust, in this oonnexion, ex;,ress my ooncern at the oontinued delays in 
the ~lementation of the United Nations plan for the independence of Namibia. 
As yai are aware, I am oontinuin;J with my endeavcurs to facilitate the early 
~leirentation of Seo.lrity Cruncil resolution 435 (1978), which is the only 
valid basis for a peaceful settierrent of the Namibian problem. 
I nust also stress the imperative need for progress in Sooth Africa toward 
a society in which all the people - irrespective of race, oolrur or creed -
will enjoy equal rights. 
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A just and lastin; solution to the situation can only be ro;ached by consultatioruc 
airong- the representatives of all s~ts of the pop,.ilation of Sruth Africa. 
An end to repression and an amnesty to all those i.!Iprisoned, restricted or 
exiled for their opposition to apartheid is an essential prerequisite for such 
oonsultations. 
TWenty years ago, on the recormendation of an eminent Gl:oJp of Experts, 
the United Nations Uiged the saith African Governll'ent to follow such a new 
COJ.rse and offered all appropriate assistance. 
I take this occasion to renew t.'1at appeal. 
1'1hile a solution to the situation in saith Africa shruld be frund by 
the saith African people themselves, the international a::irmunity has a 
responsibility. It cannot accept the perpetuation or oonsolidation of apartheid. 
I believe that the Govemrrents and peoples of canada and the United 
States of America can make a vital oontril:ution in support of the United 
Nations efforts in this respect because of their historical experience and 
cherished values. 
I wish yw all success in ywr deliberations. 
' 
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ADDRESS BY THE H~UJPJ\BLE S<NA'l'OR ID'lARD M. KEN.'EDY 
It is a privile,e to be here today, to participate in ycur deliberations, 
and to give 11¥ voice to a cause that shc:uld ocmnand the support of all 
civilized people - the basic hull'an right of self-detem:ination for all the · 
citizens of Sc:uth Africa and Namihia. As President Kennedy once said, speaJdn;J 
of the racial injustice in cur own land, which he sc:ught to end: 
"None of us will be truly free until all of us are fully free." 
We neet today on the anniversary of a shalreful massacre. Bight years 
ago;; on June i6, 1976, Sc:uth African police fired indiscriminately into a 
peaceful deronstration of stl.ldents in Soweto. The massacre - and the brutality 
of those who inflicted it - bl:ooght massive protest against apartheid across 
the lerqth and breadth of Sc:uth Africa. Tens of thc:usands took to the streets 
to reaffirm that apartheid was an al:omination and that lifa for the vast 
~jority of Sc:uth Africans was a .nightinare. 
By the end of that week eight years ago, the toll in life and liberty was 
vecy high. The Sc:uth African authorities anncwiced that 170 had died. But 
that was a lie. We re,, know that over five hur.dred people were killed -
perhaps as l1\3ny as a thc:usand - and that thc:usands r.ore were w:;unded, beaten 
and irrprisoned. 'lllis massacre was the result of the sam:! callc:usness that 
caused the bloodshed - and took the lives of so rrany rren, ~ and children -
at Sharpeville in 1960. 
SO as ·,;e be,in rur discussions today, let us r~ Sol->eto. Let us 
re,, pause and stand for a r.orrent of silence in tril:ute to those oc:uragec:us 
.yo.mg people who suffe.:ed and died durin; that blood-drenched week. 
(minute of silence) 
Thank yc:u. 
' 
As we begin cur deliberations today, let us also rerrer.tier that last week 
r.oarked the twentieth anniversary of the ilrprisonrrent of Nelson <"..andela and 
the others who went to jail with him. 'Ihey are true heroes of their people 
and chanpions of their cause. B..it they have become nuch r.ore than that. They 
have becare kn:::Mn thro..ighc:ut the -..orld as livin;J syrrbols of the struggle for 
freedcrn and justice in Sc:uth Africa. 
As they be,in their third decade in the sweiterin;J prison cells of Robben 
Island, let us ple&;e to each other, to ther.i, and to the cause for wnich they 
r>.ave already given so nuch, that their sacrifices will not be in vain. 
Since Nelson Mandela "'=t to jail twenty years ago, and since the children 
of SO,,.,eto were riurdered ei~ht years ago, nothin;J has changed for the people 
...ho still bear the pain and op,>ression of aoartheid. 
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Not:hln, has changed - in the p:>lit ical or eccnonic or social reality 
of apartheid. 
Nothi,m has changed - in the legal structure that is the famdation for 
apartheid. 
Nothing has cllaD:fed - in the attitude of the ruli,m white minority towards 
a subjugated majority. 
Nothi,m has changed - in the fundanental injustice of the South African 
system of justice. 
Nothing has changed - in the oontiru.ied occupation of an entire nation, the 
· nation of Namibia, by Sooth Africa'l forces; and 
Nothi,m has chan;Jed - in the close-minded and stubrom resistance of the 
' 
1 South African governrrent to the ...-orld-wicie call 
for decency in that land. 
Not.'1i,m has chan;J<!d - and the evil of apartheid remains. Anci w-e are here 
to say that, at lon, last, it irust be ended. 
The homelands p:>licy is an evil that nust be ended. Today, in SO.-eto, 
hcusi,m is still lru:gely unfit for habitation. The µiblic services are 
primitive. The people are prohibited from Cl'wnin, land. ill1d they are required 
to carry passports givi,m them pen;iission to live in their = hares rather 
than in ~led horrelands which often are nothi,m nore than distant and 
alien places. 
Last · year, the Southern Africa project of the United States Lawyers' 
Ccmni.ttee for Civil Rights u,nder Law µiblished a report on conditions in the 
Cisl<ei 1'.orneland. That rep:>rt concludes: 
"The Ciskei has employed - and in certain respects has stren,thened -
South Africa's repressive security legislation. A study of that 
legislation described it as havi,m seized the ...:,rse aspects of Sout.'1 
Africa's legal system and then honed and ten;)ered them i..'lto a uniquely 
malevolent tool." 
But it is the policy of forced relocation that calls for special 
condemnation today. Not since Nazi Genrany has a govemurent tried to do what 
South Africa is doi,m today - through the use of raw military pc7,,'er, conscirusly, 
deliberately, systematically, uprooti,m millions of people from the homes of 
their ancestors and forcilily relocati,m the.'11 to strclD3'e and ir.hospitable lands 
rundreds of miles away. The w:>rld will not forget ~ope or the Crossroad. 
Let us pay speciaJ. attention to the joint staterrent issued by the South 
African Cooncil of Churches led by Bishop Desm:md 'l\ltu and by the Southern 
African Catholic Bishops Conference l ed by Archbishop Dennis Hurley. They have 
led the way in opposin:J forced relocation, and w-e, in this chamber today, 
salute them for their ooirage. They speak for millions of South Africans, l:ut 
they also speak for nE, and for ycu, and for all rren and wcnren who share the 
ccr,mn ideals of a civilized humanity. 
·• 
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But the h<xrelands policy and forced relocation are only part of a 
a:mtirui.rg and systeiratic violation of funoarental human rights. 
Let us also talk abcut detention and torture. 
Ever since the Scuth African goveni::ent enacted legislation in the early 
sixties that provided for in1;>risonrrent withrut trial and detention withcut 
judicial review, the peo!;)le of Scuth Africa have endured a reign of torture 
and :ruroer. I am not thinki.rg of isolated instances, blt of unyieldi.rg 
repression. The fate of Steven Biko, the leader of the Black COnscicusness 
Y.overrent, is only the ilest kn:,wn tragedy - ccrnin:J from treat:irent that has 
ro,; becorre camon!;)lace. 
Last r.onth, A.mesty International issued a re.:,ort describi.rg Sooth Africa 
in the eighties: 
"Many allegations of torture have been made before the ca.irts both 
by defendants and by detainees who appeared as witnesses for the 
prosea.ition in political trials. It was frequently alleged that 
detainees were tortured duri.rg pre-trial inteno;ation by sea.irit y 
police in oi:der that they shaild either confess to offences ..mich they 
had not ccmnitted or .i.r.plicate other people in the oornnission o= 
political offences." 
The report described the case of one student leader in Soweto who was 
convicted on the basis of a confession extracted by electric shocks and by 
sea.irity police ~,no p.illed his teeth cut one by one with a pair of pliers. 
A c;;oven=t that condones this has oo claim to respect or to legitimacy. 
This goven:rrent stands today as an enduri.rg symbol of man's barbarity towards 
his fellc,,1 man. 
l,"hat has been the reaction of the international corrr.unity to these 
cutrages against life and liberty? 
.. 
Sare goverments r.ave adopted the policy of "constructive ~agarent". That 
policy has been a total failure. Rather than persuadir.g Scuth Africa to 
p.,rsue r.-eaningful reform, or to lift the harshness of its police state, 
"constructive engagerent" has only 1'.ad the destructive effect of 1~ the 
aoartheid regi.,re the appearance of legitimacy. 
Nithrut the policy of "constructive engagesrent", it is unthin.\able that 
the leaders of l'lestern llirope "°-lld have been willi.rg to receive Pr.i.rre Ninistcr 
Botha on his recent trip. 
And what of Namibia? How nuch lon,er will the people of Namibia l:e forced 
to wait for an independence that was pranised to them over sixty years ago? 
All the -...orld knows that "linkage" has been a disaster for the people of Namibia. 
By tyi.rg the withdrawal of Scuth African forces frcrn Namibia to the withdrawal 
of 0.1ban forces fm11 An;ola, neither ai.1\ has been accatplished. Rather than 
a cai;;,rehensive settlemmt, ~ re,, !'.ave cor:prehensive discord. Because of 
linkage,the 0.1bans remain in ArXJola, and the Scuth Africans remain in Namibia . 
Today's policies of "constructive engager.ent" and "linkage" sta.'ld in stark 
a:mtrast to the ~rds of President Kennedy twenty-t\·.o years ago, when he told 
the General Asseat>ly: 
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"My co.intJ:y intends to :,,ea particiiµant and not rrerely an observer 
in the peaceful, expeditirus rroverrent of nations fran the status of 
oolonies to the partnership of equals. That contiruirg tide of. self-
detexmination, which runs so sttong, has cur syn;;,athy and cur support ••. 
rcy nation was once a colony, and '-'e knc,,1 wnat colonialism neans; the 
exploitation and subjugation of the ~ by the powerful, of the many 
by the feM, of .the governed ¼00 have given no oonsent to be governed 
wnatever their oontillent, their class or their oolcur." 
And fifteen years ago, Robert Kennedy spoke to the students of Sooth Africa 
and challen;ed them with the idea that one man or one = can reke a 
difference. He said: 
"Few will have the greatness to bend history itself, b.lt each of us 
can work to chan,Je a small portion of events, and in the total of all 
those acts will be written the history of this generation.. . It is fran 
rurnberless diverse acts of ocurage and belief that h\lll'an history is 
shaped. Each time a man stands up for an ideal, or acts to irr-prove the 
lot of others, or strikes a.it against injustice, he sends forth a tiny 
ripple of hope, and crossirg each other frcrn a million different centres 
of energy and darirq, those ripples b.lild a current that ca."I sweep aown 
the mightiest ,;,.alls of oppression and resistance." 
I remin::I ycu of these words as we set cut again today to "sweep ~n the 
mighty walls of oppression and resistance" in Scuth Africa and Namibia. The 
General Asserrbly has called on the rrarber nations - repeatedly and by over-
..tieL,;ung I1'ajorities - to take "separate and collective action" to achieve an 
end to aoartheid. We can no lon;er tolerate the vast gap between the words 
of t.'1e AssC3!'bly and the deeds of govenu:ent. 
For rny part, I believe that the United States, the nation ,;,.nich first 
lighted the flar.e of liberty in the r.odern world, nust take real treasures to 
help bri.~ that liberty to the people of Scuth Africa. 
First, the exoort controls that were in force under Preside."lt carter l:ut 
re.-roved by President Reagan shculd be imrediately re-ir.FOsed; , 
Second, the 1977 United Nations arms embargo - includirq the enforce:nent 
of restrictions on the sa!.e of"rual use" equiµrent - shculd be 5cruP-llCUslv 
enforced and a special team in the !)epart:rrent of Justice sha.ild be created to 
do just that. That vote in 1977 is the only tirne the United States has ever: 
supported n-andatory sanctions against Scuth Africa in the Serurity COuncil. 
We r.ave a special obligation to live up to that vote; 
Third, there shculd be a ban on all new loans by United States b.lsiness 
interests to t.'1.e Sa.it.Ii. African governrrent - and there shculd be strin;ent 
oontrols i."TpJsed on all new investirents and loans to the Scuth African private 
sector. I associate myself with Con;ressman Willia.'!\ Grey and others ,;,.ho are 
seekirq to eliminate the extension of loans to Scuth Africa thrcugh the I:•:F. 
Finally, U.S. co:n;,anies that violate United Nations Decree. t, which 
prohibits foreign exploitation of Namibian mineral wealth until Namibia attai."ls 
independence, shculd be fined heavily and shculd have their other international 
tradin, licences suspended. 
• 
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The struggle will be long, tut we nust not be discouraged. For deep in 
rur hearts we do believe that - here too - t>'e shall overcome. History and the 
people are on rur side in South Africa; the structures of injustice will 
rot be sustained forever; and the spirit of liberty is ir.domitable. 
Each of us nust do what -..e can - as we p.irsue rur ;;ublic duties and as 
-..e live rur private lives - to rer.ove the arrse of racism fran South Africa -
and from any other place where it casts its blight u;::on this planet. 
Arrong freed.an-loving South Africans, the debate goes on aboot violence 
and non~violence. Let us take heart at the errezgence of the extra-parliamentary, 
oon-violence gro.ips - the United Dem::>cratic Front under the leadership of 
Beyers Naud~ and Alan Boesak - and the National Forum. We pay tril::ute to their 
efforts, and we ac:kncMledge their inportant c:ontril::ution to the struggle. 
There are areas in the "'°rld where tirre heals sorre t.'CAll'lds - ,.nere the 
passing of tirre is in fact the only real hope for peace wt this is rot so 
in South Africa. There,tlle African has less voice now in the orderin;/ of his 
life than he did a century ago - and there, the oppressors now show less 
inclination to listen co what t.'1e African wants to say. 
tb~, in 1984, let us speak across the globe with one voice. Let us raise 
rur voices for the millions who cannot speak for themselves. Together "''= say: 
"Apartheid nust end! 11 
And let us act to that end. Let us pledge to each other that we will 
leave this c:harl'ber with new resolve and new inspiration. 
Mr. Chainnan, honcured delegates, ladies and gentlemen, as nuch as 1;-e 
have a simple duty to rur fellow hwnan beings in Sout.'1 Africa am Na.":tlbia , we 
also a.-e it to rurselves, to rur children, and to wr d,ildren's c.'1ildren. 
APartheid nust end, and we !ll.lSt end it in rur tiire. 
' 
-· 
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ADDRESS BY H.E. MR. SHRIDATH J. RAMPHAL, 
THE COMMO!!Wl"....ALTH SECRETARY-GEIIRAL, 
"MYTHS OF ALLIANCE AND CHANGE" 
This meeting is about bringing the cause of the anti-apartheid 
110vement to North America . There is a sense in which there should be 
·little need to do so, for has not the story of America - of both Canada 
and the United States - been the victory of progressive societies over 
the primal urge of otherness - otherness first of all as between the 
many nationalities t hat came to these shores yearning to be free; 
otherness in relation to differences of colour, of class, of creed, 
that have been gradually subsumed in the oneness of national identity. 
That victory over otherness did not come easily or quickly, but that 
l it came means that when we raise the banner of the anti- apartheid•cause 
in !forth America we are entitled to assume an ethical environment in 
which we need not argue the issue. 
And yet we are here because there is need, if not to argue, then 
at least to reinforce the argument and to remind North America that the 
st ruggle for human dignity within South Africa and in the wider t heatre 
of southern Africa still remains to be -won. I wish to touch on two 
aspects of that need for reinforcement and reminder; two myths that need 
to be dispelled; two distortions that tempt North America to withhold 
from apartheid the vigorous opposition which i ts o•.m traditions would 
otherwise oblige it to sustain, 
The first is what I would call the distortion of alliance; a 
distortion which thrives in an environment of heightened Bast/West 
tensions. South Africa has fed, and feeds upon , these tensions; has 
sought systematically to divert North America from an unequivocal stand 
against apartheid by an invocation of cold war attitudes which depict 
South Africa as a country under seige from international Communism and 
an ally of the West and of Western influence in a strategic area' 
threatened with instability. It is an invocation to which some have 
regrettably succumbed to the point of excusing, or at least acquiescing 
in, Pretoria's excesses, in the vholly mistaken belief that South Africa 
is an ally of t he West. 
But a.n ally of the West to what end? To win Africa for the West? 
By what quirk of logic can anyone believe that it is possible for the 
West to be an ally of South Africa without being an enemy of all of 
Africa? Row can the values that North America espouses - of democracy, 
of human rights, of decency and moral ity - how can these be squared in 
the eyes of Africa with the image of Pretoria as a Western ally? The 
truth is that South Africa is the enemy of Western interests, t hat 
apartheid is t he antithesis of every value which the West espouses, 
• 
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If North America values the friendship of Africa, places store by its 
influence within the Continent, it must not be deceived into alloving 
South Africa to destroy t hat friendship and undermine that influence 
by riding as a Western partner on the back of East/'•est tensions. 
This North Ame·rican Regional Conference for Action against Apartheid 
needs to confront this issue squarely for i t is the heart of t he 
insidious c'ampaign that whispers, sometimes loudly, that for all the 
evil of apartheid and the wrongs of South Africa, America must stand 
with an ally. Let the truth be told that South Africa can only help 
America to fall, can only bring her down in Africa, can only help to 
advance the cause she pretends her friendship can suppress. 
The second distortion is that of change. I come to you from 
Europe, from a Europe that' Mr. Botha has Just visited; a vi sit carefully 
constructed on the illusion of alliance; a visit that took him there 
while Western leaders were gathering in London; took him to France close 
to the commemoration of D-Day on the beaches of Normandy; sought to imply 
his inclusion in a close circle of kith and kin. It is worth remembering, 
as Mr. Botha laid a wreath beside Sout h African graves in Normandy, how 
firm was the support of the Afrikaaner leadership for t he Nazi regime 
during the var itself. It i s worth remembering that many of those 
leaders remain in the forefront of Afrikaaner politics today and believe 
as passionately in the warped ethic of apartheid as they ever did in 
Hitler's national socialism. It . is vorth reflecting on the irony of 
their espousal of a community of democratic interest between Western 
governments and their own. 
But t he further distortion is in the message of constructive change 
•Jhich was Mr. Botha' s text in Europe, a message delivered with the aid 
of all the techniques of media manipulation and sophisticated public 
relations. This myth your Conference must also dispel. ~,Ir. Botha ca.me 
to Europe not as the scourge of apartheid, but as its modern day exponent . 
He and his colleagues in the Government of South Africa are not pulling 
down its structures, they are deepening its foundations. ilut they need 
the illusion of change to deceive t hose who are genui nely concerned 
about auartheid int.o believing t hat real changes are being made ; and 
they need the illusion of change to make life more comfortable for the 
supporters of apartheid as they work to spread a carpet of apologia. 
Mr . Botha will proclaim t hat the Government of South Africa is 
actually reducing the number of black South African citizens subjected 
by law to apartheid; he will not go on to add that they achieve this 
simply by stripping millions . of their status of citizenship and 
transporting them forcibly to the arid scrublands of the bantustans . 
Mr. Botha will talk of constitutional change, about t he enlargement of 
democracy, but he will fail to underline the basic intent of apartheid 
that such changes are not for the bl ack people of South Africa. Majority 
rule, democracy, is not even remotely in the contemplation of vhite 
South Africa. In fact, the very opposite . The underlying purpose of every 
move of t he regime is to consolidate minority rule in perpetuity, a 
minority root·ed in aparthei d . 
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The United Democratic Front does not speak with the militancy of 
the African National Congress . It is, in fact, a grouping of some 600 
non-governmental groups - political, civic, women's, youth, workers', 
students', religious and sporting bodies - representing South Africans 
of all races, formed ~ess than a year ago to oppose those very 
constitutional changes of which South Africa now boasts. Their voice 
at least should command at tent ion in !forth America. As Mr. Botha moved 
around Europe they wrote warning the leaders of Europe that: 
"The constitution and related legislation does not 
signify a 'move in the right direction' as some have claimed. 
Quite simply, the new constitution is based on the very pillars 
of apartheid that have been in existence in South Africa for 
many years, namely the Pass, the Homelands and the Group Areas 
Act. The aoartheid government has no intention of doing away 
with these mechanisms of control. In fact, sll the new 
constitution does is reinforce these measures by presenting 
a more acceptable image to the vorld". 
And they continued: 
"Mr. Botha will of course tell you that he wants peace, that 
he is a peaceful i:ian. But what Mr. Botha says, and what he and 
his government do, are tvo different things. Behind the "peace" 
of Nkomati lies the full might of the South African Defence Force . 
Behind the process of "reform" lies the !'ull might of the Internal 
Security Act, designed to silence those who do not want to accept 
the aoartheid way of change" . 
Millions in Europe vere not duped by Mr. Botha 1 s brand of 11Ne,,1speak" 
and "Doublethink". !lone in North America must ••• subjugation of neighbouring 
. -
states provides a platform for 'friendly co-operation'; or its pernicious 
extension that an expansion of arms supplies to South Africa wil.;L help 
it to fulfil its commitments under the Nkomati Agreement even though it 
involves circumventing the arms embargo. Hr: Botha has been seeking 
exposure. This Conference must help instead to give exposure to the 
evil for which Pretoria stands. 
In New Delhi last November Co::unonwealth leaders said in no uncertain 
terms what was their stand against anartheid, na,nely that: 
"Only the eradication of anartheid and_the establishment 
of majority rule on the basis of the ~ree and-ftir exercise of 
universal adult suffrage by all the people in a united and 
non-fragmented South Africa can lead to a just and lasting 
solution of the explosive situation prevailing in southern 
Africa". 
• 
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That same Commonwealth waits to welcome Namibia as its 50th 
member state and, therefore, stends by the United Nations in fulfil ling 
its sacred trust to bring Namibia to freedom, That freedom is being 
too l ong del ayed. The United States, in particular, must recognize 
that the linkage it- makes in the context of East/West issues - end now 
presses with greater intensity because of domestic electoral 
cons iderations - places it on the side of those who would defer 
!lamibia's freedom. And linkage is serving just that purpose - South 
Africa's purpose. Nor have we seen the end of linkages; others are 
in the making - not only what forces should be i n Angola but what 
elements should be in its Government. 
llamibia wil l be free. The dawn cannot forever be held back . It 
will be clearer in the l ight of day who were fr i ends and who were not 
in the struggle for freedbm. The traditions of this Cont i nent as a 
heartland of freedom are too precious to be squandered by its alignment 
against the last major act of decolonization in Africa. 
There are, therefore, many messages t hat this Conference must send 
and among them also llIUst be : 
a message to the victims of apartheid, the black people of 
South Africa end their l eaders, that they are not forgotten, 
that it i s they in all their suffering that we saw when 
Mr. Botha walked in our midst. 
a message to all who struggle against apartheid, to the AMC, 
to the PAC, to the UDF and to all who aid them in that 
struggle in South Africa and around the worl d, that his 
attempt to secure respectability for Pretoria will be made 
instead an occasion to expose its abomination and t he cal w:my 
that there is change. 
a message to all to whom t he entreaty may be addressed, i n 
Europe and here in north Amer ica, that the West must not break 
ranks with humanity; must not be induced to become apologists 
for apartheid and, rather specially, must not waver in commitment 
to the arms embargo. 
a message t hat llamibia must be free with Resol ution 435 as the 
chariot of freedom and t he United Nations as its charioteer. 
a message of reminder to ourselves that we must not grow weary 
or fainthearted in the struggle against aparthe i d - whatever 
the subterfuges, whatever the distortions, whatever the 
blandishments, whatever the sacrifices. 
' 
. . 
• 
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a message from this headquarters city of the United Nations 
that North America sees anartheid for the plague on hlllll&nity 
that it is and will not falter in its resolve to eradicate 
it from our human society. 
- yet, a message as clear as any other that only a welcome 
awaits t he genuine dismantling of apartheid and the establishment 
'south of the Limpopo' of a true era of peace and freedom 
and justice. 
· Let this North American Regional Conference help to open the eyes 
of this Continent to the reality of man's most horrible crime against 
his fellowman, and to open the hearts and minds of its people to the 
resolve to oppose and to end it. 
' 
• 
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ADDRESS BY THE HONOURABLE DANIEL M. LISULO, S.C., M.C.C., CHAIRMAN 
OF THE LEGAL AND POLITICAL COMMITTEE OF THE CEIITRAL COMMITTEE 
OF THE UNITED NATIOllAL INDEPENDENCE PARTY OF ZAMBIA 
AND REPRESENTATIVE OF THE PRESIDENT OF ZAMBIA' 
Mr. Chairman, 
Members of the Special ColDlllittee against Apartheid, 
Distinguished Guests, 
Your Excellencies, 
Ladies and Gentlemen, 
Let me begin by thanking you, Mr. Chairman, and through you the Special 
Committee against Apartheid, fop inviting my Government to participate in 
the North American Regional Conference for Action against Apartheid. My 
delegation takes comfort in seeing you preside over the work of this Conference 
because ot your well- known diplomatic skill which is an invaluable as.set 
in making this Conference a success. The commitment of your country, Nigeria, 
to the eradication of the scourge or apartheid has been second to none. 
It is only titting, therefore, that this Conference on action against apartheid 
should take place under your esteemed chairmanship. 
Mr. Chairman, the question of anartheid has continuously and intractably 
remained on the agenda of the United Nations without any solution in sight. 
Thus the convening of this Conference on action against apartheid, takes on 
a special significance. It is taking place at a time when the situation in 
southern Africa is most fluid, thus making it extremely difficult to discern 
the true direction of events in the area in so tm- as action against anartheid 
is concerned. It is taking place also in the aftermath of some political 
developments in southern Africa. One such development of the past year has 
been the i ntroduct ion of the so-called constitutional changes in South Africa. 
These, as is well known, will continue to deprive the black majority of their 
fundamental right to participate in the political and other decision-making 
processes in the country of their birth. This action has been condemned 
and ve should urge the international community to continue to treat such 
attempts vith the contempt they deserve until. apartheid, which is at the 
core of the problem, is eliminated. 
Anal'theid is the cornerstone of South Africa's internal and external 
policies. Thus, in its projections of domestic and foreign policies, South 
Africa has, as its anchor, serious violations of fundamental human rights 
both at home and abroad. Apartheid, therefore, constitutes a serious threat 
to international peace and security. 
It is in the defence of anartheid that the Pretoria regime persists 
in its callous subjugation of the black masses in South Africa. It is 
in the defence or apartheid that South Africa persists in its illegal occupation 
or Namibia. It is in the defence of apartheid that South Africa has inflicted 
untold suffering through its unprovoked aggression against the trontline 
States which have been victims of destabilization for their support of those 
fighting against apartheid. It is in the defence of anartheid that South 
Africa has been turned into a beehive of dissident groups from neighbouring 
independent States. These dissidents are trained vith the sole purpose of 
• 
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overthrowing legitimate governments which are opposed to anartheid. 
It is in the defence of apartheid that South Africa has become the 
mecca of cercenaries trom some western countries. These mercenaries 
mount military attacks against neighbouring independent States which are 
opposed to apartheid. It is also in the defence of apartheid that South 
Africa has acquired nuclear weaponry capability against denuclearization 
of Africa. Develop~ng countries in the region are being forced to acquire 
more conventional weapons for defensive needs against apartheid at the 
expense of their developmental programmes. 
Mr. Chairman, there have been other developments in the region. Some 
of these have been the disengagement agreement between Angola and South 
Africa aimed at the withdrawal of South African forces from Angola, and 
moee recently the Lusaka talks on the independence for Namibia. These 
developments are not strange in the light of the Lusaka Manifesto of April 
1969 which was adopted by the Organization of African Unity (OAU) and 
taken note of by the United Nations General Assembly. That document articulates 
and defines a two-pronged approach to the eradication of anartheid: 
(I) Through peaceful negotiations; and 
(II) Through armed struggle if peaceful negotiations fail. 
Because South Africa remains uncompromisingly committed to its obnoxious 
apartheid policy - based on the domination of the black majority, racism, 
repression, oppression, deprivation and state terrorism - this situation has 
given rise to heightened militancy and increased combat capacity of the 
oppressed people. This is an indication that the will of an oppressed 
people cannot be thwarted even under the weight of publicized military 
machine as that of racist South Africa. For those who say that African 
liberation movements have no power to face the sophisticated monstrous 
military machine of South Africa, we can say that Angola and Mozambique 
have been free. Zimbabwe too has been free. Namibia shall also be free 
by all means and apartheid in South Africa shall be eliminated leading to 
majority rule in that country. 
' 
The international community has reached a consensus by declaring 
anartheid a crime against the conscience and dignity of manking. We 
very much appreciate the role being played by the United Nations in the 
struggle against apartheid and racist minority rule in South Africa. 
It is unfortunate, however, that consensus has not yet been reached as 
to how to eradicate apartheid. 
On the contrary, anartheid is growing in strength due to economic, 
political, diplomatic and military support which it is receiving from its 
western allies. 
It is the considered view of my government that if measures were not 
taken soon to remove apartheid, there would be such a serious conflagration 
in our region which would be extremely difficult to contain. 
Your Committee, Mr. Chairman, in fact the Conference as a whole, may 
wish to address itself to the follo~ing areas of action against apartheid: 
• 
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l. The independence of Namibia vould significantly 
reduce political and racial tensions and imminent 
conflict in southern Africa. It would indeed restore 
to the people of Namibia their right to self-determination. 
It would contribute to the economic and social development 
of the countries and peoples of the region and enhance 
world 'peace and security. SWAPO, the frontline States, 
t'he OAU, the Movement of Non-Aligned Countries and 
the United Nations have all emphasized that Security 
Council resolution 435 remains the only acceptab1e 
basis for a peacetul settlement of the Namibian question. 
However, even after Namibia's independence, the other 
problem, a grave problem, namely, apartheid may remain. 
The struggle against apartheid will continue , As the 
Heads of State and Government of the frontline States 
stated in Arusha on April 29, 1984; the struggle is 
betveen the people of Namibia and the occupying power, 
and between the people of South Africa and the apartheid 
regime, There is an unqualified commitment to the liberation 
struggles of Namibia against colonialism and of South 
Africa against apartheid. 
. 
2, The international community should remain alert to 
manoeuvres by the Pretoria regime and some of its 
collaborators who are 'always in the forefront of 
presenting an incorrect p~cture of what apartheid really 
stands for. The latest trip to some western capitals 
by Mr. P.W. Botha is a case in point. Invited or not, 
there was no need for Mr.' P.W, Botha to visit the eight 
countries because isolation of anartheid South Africa 
is one of the forces in our fight against apartheid. 
The Special Committee will need to intensify its campaign 
to ensure continued ostracisation and isolation of t he 
Pretoria regime. , 
' 3. The so-called policy of con$tructive engagement is 
destructive because it only serves to spur racist 
South Africa in its oppression and repression of the 
black people of South Africa, intransigence in Namibia 
and destabilization of frontline States. The Conference 
should unequivocally reject the so-called policy of 
constructive engagement of the United States and strongly 
urge those western countries which collaborate with 
racist South Africa to put an end to such collaboration 
if they are really sincere in making a contribution 
to the eradication of anartheid as we heard during Mr. 
P.W, Botha's visit to their respective countries. Western 
countries should use their leverage to cause meaningf'Ul. 
changes leading to the eradication of apartheid. If these 
countries can have the power to sustain anartheid, surely 
they can also, conversely, have the power to cause its 
eradication - but they must have the poli~ical will to do so. 
• • 
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4 • . The Conference should demand the imposition of comprehensive 
mandatory sanctions by the Security Council against the 
apartheid regime under Chapter VII of the United Nations 
Charter. 
5. The International Monetary Fund should in no vay extend 
credit· facilities to the racist regime. 
6. The special Committee against Apartheid .. should mount a 
more vigorous and comprehensive campaign in maJor cities 
and capitals of veste= povers. Such campaign vould take 
several forms including periodic sending of delegations 
at the highest level - including Heads of State - for the 
purpose of iz!,pressing upon them that their continued support 
for apartheid South Africa is· not in the long-term interest 
' of their respective countries. 
7. In viev of Pretoria's. unprovoked acts of aggression against 
neighbouring independent African States, the Conference 
should resolve that it is imperative that financial, material 
and military support of independent progressive States 
to the frontline States, SWAPO and to liberation movement 
in South Africa, be increased to enable them to effectively 
defend themselves and pursue the armed struggle for independence 
and liberation. 
8. The Special Committee should encourage the creation of 
more support committees in maJor universities in the vest.em 
countries; and 
· 9, The Conference should call on all its participants to 
initiate the organization of support groups in their 
respective countries with a viev to hwlping in the implementation 
of the conclusions and recommendations of your deliberations. 
' Mr. Chairman, I wish to conclude by reaffirming Zambia's col!l!l>itment to 
the eradication of anartheid and solidarity vith and support for the nationalist 
liberation forces vhich are waging a legitimate struggle agll.inst the avesome 
military machine of the Pretoria regime. Destiny is on their side and 
victory is certain. 
Thank you. 
• 
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ADDRESS BY H. E. GR:XJP CAPmIN EMEKA CNERllA, MINISl'ER FOR 
INro!M\T.ICN,~so::IAL DEIIELOPMENI'; m:ll'H, SPORTS AND ,. 
Mr. 01ail:man 
CUilroRE CF. NIGERIA; AND REE'RESENrATIVR . OF 
' ·-nm HEl\D CF S'm'1'E OF NIGERIA, H.E. 
MAJOR-GENERAL ~ BUllMI 
Secretary- General of the United Nations 
Yoor Excellencies 
Dist:;riguished quests 
Ladies and gentleren 
I brm:J j'O.l greetin;Js fran the Head of the Federal Military Govenutent 
of Nigeria, Major-General 1't:lllainrei Blhari, the Gove=rent and the people of 
Nigeria on this cx:casion of the North llnerican Regional COnference for Action 
l'qa.inst Apartheid, -
It is a sin:Jular hoJnn' for rre, as a Nigerian, to COl.yratulate j'O.l and 
the United Nations Special Ccmnittee against Apartheid 'which J/0.l head, 00 
}'Oil" initiative and foresight in organizm:J this l.andrrazk conference in the 
sb:uggle for the eradication of the obooxirus apartheid system at this =cial 
period in the history of Sa.1th Africa. 
This Confere11ce is caning at a very critical and ~rtune tirre in the 
sb:uggle for the liberation of Sa.1th Africa. Firstly, since last year we have 
been fed with the racist propaganda aba.lt the so-ca.lied constitutional changes 
in Sa.1th Africa. Seo:nily, we have been bari:>ardecl. with recent so-called peace 
ac:oords or arrangerents between Sa.1th Africa and sare of its neighoo.trs . 'l11i:cdly, 
in the wake of this propaganda we have witnesse:1 a whirlwind trur of Western 
B.lrope by the racist Scuth African Prirre Minister. 
But in the wake of this nassive and increased propaganda by the racist 
Pretoria regirre to break wt of its isolation and the unvelieveable, alm:>st 
stunni11g, rush to errbrace the racist Prirre Minister, P. w. ~. the real 
essence of the changes taking place in Sa.1th Africa is lost oo the' international 
camunity. . 
The so-called constitutional refoIInS are rrerely a sm:ikescreen to cover the 
real aim of the racist Pretoria regirre 'which is the further entrechm:J of the 
apartheid awara,tus in Sa.1th Africa. These constitutional changes are the first 
attenpt to legally exclude the blacks, ..tic constitute over 80 per cent of the 
p0?11.ation of Saith Africa, £ran their 110therland. While the so-call~ refo:cns 
are gom:J on, the racist Pretoria regirre has i..ncreased its military spending by 
~ 20 per cent, has intensif~ec;i its repression of the already oppressed blacks, 
am· has p.irportedly denatiooalized over 3 .5 million blacks by its policy of forced 
re:roval.s. Aoother tio million blacks will be affected by the next wave of these 
forced rerrovals. 
' • 
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By the recent constitutional changes and its policy of fo:c,::ed rarovals 
the racist Pretoria regine, backed by a minority frur million white racist 
bigots, has E!ll'baJ:ked on a cala.ilated and system!l.tic process of excluding 
the najority 23 million black africans £ran all rights in their own nutherland. 
this is the most heimls and nassive denationalization ever known in recent 
history and has anincus OOllSeCJlencies for the blacks in saith Africa. If 
care is not taken very soon the question will not be whether the blacks have 
any rights in their own I!Dtherland rut rather, the anthropological question, 
~ they ever existed in that camtry at all. 
Another amioJ.s develop,ent in SOJ.thern Africa is the ~led peace 
a=rds and arran,enents between saith Africa and sare of its nei.ghbOJ.rs. I t 
nust be made quite clear that the root cause of the instability and crisis in 
scuthem Africa today is the a~d policy of the racist Pretoria regine. 
saith Africa did not atbaJ:k on practice of a~id because of the ~led · 
problems with its neighbOJ.rsl rather the problE!IIE with its nei.ghbOJ.rs carre about 
because of its policy and practice o~id. '!here can be no ~ace in 
sa.ithern Africa unless, and until, a is totally eradicated £ran Saith 
Africa. To think otherwise is tatano.int to an illogical reasonin;J that p,its 
the cart before the horse. 
'n'ie recent visits of the racist Prine Minister to sane Western European 
camtries also give us sare cause for concern. 'niose camtries which invited 
the racist Prine Minister have clained that such visit will, anongst other things, 
give them an opportunity to have dialogue on the ~d policies of the racist 
regine • . a.it such notion of dialogue is mispJaced::nieirst and fore,ost dialogue 
shculd be ~st the entire people of Saith Africa: the racist regilre tiust first 
engage in a dialogue with all its people, in::luding the majority oppressed black 
pop.rlation. Until this is dale no arrcunt of dialogue betl,ieen the racist regine 
in Saith Africa and any other cwntry can solve the problem of aoartheid in Saith 
Africa. 
Mr. Olaintan' ' 
' This Conference shculd therefore be seen as servin;J two p,irposes. Firstly 
it shculd serve as an avenue for exposing the racist propaganda for what it is 
and secondly as an averue for m:ibilizing si,;,port of the Governrrents and y;:eoples 
of North llllerica for the struggle for the liberation of Saith Africa. 
It shalld not be an avenue for recriminatims and condamations, rut one 
for sa.il searchin;J and critical examinations by the Governrrents and peoples of 
the United States and Canada of their policies and actions towards the struggle 
for liberation in Saith Africa. 
'llle United States, in pa.rtio.ilar, fron its own ex,::eri.ence of the trauma of 
racism is in a better position to appreciate the problem of the blacks in saith 
Africa. Because of this aq:,erience and because of its position as the leader 
of the Western alliance which prides itself as being the 01sto:li an of Western 
demxratic ideals, the united States of llllerica shculd readily lend its sipport, 
if not lead, the struggle for peace, freedcm and justice in Saith Africa. 
• 
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We know that the United States have, in the past, supported efforts 
at the United Nations towaros the eradication of apartheid. We w:11ld like 
to recall in particular the positive role of the United States, during the 
administration of President Dwight o. Eisenhower, when it voted in favo.ir 
of the seairity CWncil resolution aciainst a~ after the Sharpeville 
Massacre of 1960; the axms E!l!baigO agai."'ISt Scu rlca enacted by 
President John F. Kennedy; and the positive role of President Jimny Carter 
when the United States supported seairity CWncil Resolution 418 on 
"!Mndatory ams E!l!baigO aciainst Scuth Africa". We lock fo:cwaro to the tine 
when the United States will join once rore in the international efforts towaros 
tjle eradication of apartheid. 
We w:11ld also like to recall here the several initiatives taken bY the 
canadian Government to dercnstrate its opp:,s.ition to the abhorent system of 
a~d of the racist regirre in Scuth Africa. We \o/Olld like to recall in 
partieular the contrihlti.ons of canada at the 1977 Lagos World Conference for 
h::tion against APartheid and her very laudable role during the consultations 
which led to the unanll!OJ.S resolution of the 5ealrity o:uncil on l!lalmtory 
ams E!l!baigO aciainst Scuth Africa in 1977. 
'!he inevitable path of every liberation struggle is 1-ell doo.ul'ented. 
If the oppressed people cannot achieve their liberation by peaceful means 
with the support of the international camunity, the alternative will be an 
intensified ai:med struggle and its consequent large-scale bloodshed. Already 
the frustration of the oppressed people in Sa.Ith Africa is beginning to show. 
'Ibis frustration was aptly arti0.1lated at a i;:,ress conference in Nairobi last 
year bY the leader of the African National COrY,ress (l\OC) Mr. Oliver Tantx:>, 
after the Pretoria regime batbing, when he stated that "we have been asked 
to turn the other cheek so many tines that ro,, ,;;e have no rore cheeks left 
to turn. Never, never again are a.tr people going to do all the pleading." 
. . 
It is, therefore, ina.ument on all of us who cherish peace, freedcm, and 
justice to ensure that the situation does not de;Jenerate into one of bloody 
proportions. It is inculli:ient on all States which have subscribed, to the 
Oiarter of the United Nations, particularly the irerrbers of the Seqirity CWncil, 
to ensure that they live up to their sacred obligations of rraintaining 
international peace and security bY taking effective collective rreasures for 
the prevention and raroval of threats or breach of international peace and 
sea.irity caused by the aoartheid policies of the racist regirre in Sa.Ith Africa. 
Posterity will not forgive us if we fail to do so. 
' Nigeria's camti.t:Jrent to the struggle in Scuth Africa is total. We stron:;ily 
believe that ,;;e cannot live in an islaro of peace and prosperity in a sea of 
oppression, repression and misery. Ne will continue to give a.tr supPOrt -
financial, material or otherwise - to the oppressed people of Scuth Africa. 
' 
.. 
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. l'ie know that the road to freedan in sooth Africa is aJ:a101s and long. 
l'ie fear that the struggle might becare rore bloody if the situation continues 
longer. Africa cannot and shruld not be left alone to fight the racist 
apartheid regirre in Sa.1th Africa because aoartheid is not merely an African 
problem. It poses a · great challen,e to all nenkind because it is a negation 
of all the attril:,utes of rurran rorality and dignity and a threat to international 
peace and security. 
On behalf of the oppressed people of Sa.1th Africa, we appeal today to 
the Canadian and American Govemnents, o:cganizations and individuals for their 
support for the legitimate aspirations and struggle of the oppressed people 
of Sooth Africa for peace, freedcm and justice. 
I am heartened to note here that the Govemnents of the United States and 
Canada are participat.in,; in this Conference. I hope that they will join 
together with other participants in helping to find a ..orl<able approach to 
the crisis in Sa.1th Africa. 
I am also happy to note here that we have ~st us here today the 
Horxm:able l:)dward Kennedy, a friend of Africa and a oonsistent supporter 
of the struggle for freedcm, ecpality and justice in Africa; as well as the 
indefatigable Reverend Jesse Jackson, a tireless fighter for freedan and justice 
in Sooth Africa, and a mm "*'10 rore than anyone else has placed the question 
of aoartheid Sooth Africa on the political agenda of the United States. 
we appeal thrrugh yru and the ruirero..is o:cganizations and indiviruals 
present here today to listen to the cry of the ~ oppressed people of 
Sooth Africa. 'lbe support of the Govemnents and peoples of the North Allerican 
region, partiailarly that of the United States, is very crucial to the suocess 
of the 1 ibei:ation struggle in Sooth i\fr~a. l'ie hope that yru will be able to 
persuade yrur Goveuu,ents to join in the concertsd international can;:,aign to 
rid Sooth Africa of apartheid. Eut above all, we appeal to yru to intensify 
yrur programre of divestlrent, boycotts and other fo=s of acti~ that will 
lead to the isolation of the racist regirre in Sooth Africa. , 
We also appeal to yru to uroerstand rur problem. Mere than that we 
appeal for yrur support to rrake the eradication of aoartheid less bloody 
than it ~ld be if the natter continues for too long. !my assistance to, 
or co-<:J!?erl!tion with, the racist Pretoria regirre r89resents a danl)er on the 
liberation struggle and a vote for the escalation of the amed struggle in 
Sooth Africa and its consequential bloodshed. 
Before concluding I ~ld like to acknowledge here the very positive 
and oonstructive role of the non~tal o:cganizations and indiviruals 
in both Canada and the United States towards the struggle for liberation 
in Sooth Africa. I want to thank the varirus legislators, the students graips, 
and the churches for their struggle for the divestment of their varirus funds 
frcrn Sooth Africa. 
• 
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I was reminded on my arrival here that the City of New Yolk has decided 
to divest its pension fuoos - the laJ:gest in the United States - fran Saith 
Africa. I thank the authorities of the City of New Yolk for this cairagecus 
act. I wr:uld also like to thank the trade unions, other anti- apartheid 
grmps and individnals lfflO are fighting for the cause of freedan in Saith Africa. 
In oonclusion, I wr:uld like to leave yru with sane thalghts of Nelson 
Mandel.a. Speaking fran the dock wrin;J his 1962 trial, Nelson Mandela stated: 
"I hate the practice of race discrimination, and in my hatred 
I am sustained by the fact that the 011erwhelming najority of rrankind 
hate it equally. I hate the systematic inculcation of children 
with colo.ir 9rejudice and I am sustained in that hatred by the 
fact that the overwhelming rrajority of nmikind, here and abroad, 
are with rre in that, I hate the racial arroaance which decrees 
that the good thin;Js of life shall be retained as the· exclusive 
right of a minority of the po,;ulation, and which reduces the najority 
of the poptlation to a position of subservience and inferiority, 
and maintains then as voteless chattels to work where they are 
told and behave as they are told by the rulinq minority. I am 
sustained in that hatred by the fact that; the Olfenmelrnirq najority 
of nmikind both in this c:omtry and abroad are with rre." 
I hope that we can justify this confidence which Nelson Mandela has 
in the international ocrmunity. 
' 
' 
, 
' • 
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ADDRESS BY THE REVEmlD JF.SSE L. J1\CKSON 
l1r. Cha.irrran, 
Distinguished United Nations Arnbassaclors, 
~arcers of the United Nations special Cormti.ttee against Apartheid, 
It is a distinct privilege for ire to have this opportunity to share this 
significai:it cx::casion with ycu. I want to thank Airoassador Garba for his kiixi · 
invitation to attend this North 1\lrerican Regional Conference, and I ex,>ress 
· II¥ appreciation to Mr • . E. S. ~ and Reverend Bill Howard for havil1g 
w:>rked 0.1t the details • · 
1'lis ireetirq is profcundly necessacy and ireetirqs like it all over the 
w:irld, in l~e part because of the African policy of the United States and 
its Western allies. 
A great Afro-Airerican, Dr. w. E. B. D.lBOis, long ago called attention to 
"'11le African Roots of War" , as he revealed how the policies of plUilder e..-:d 
exploitation of the African continent led to war ~ the DlrOpean and 
Arrerican Powers who had developed at the expense of Africa, ar.d who often 
•..ient to war beb,'eell themselves r::ner a redivision of the spoils. 
cur Africa policy in the United States, = relations and attit:udl?s t:CMaXd 
the comtries of the African continent, have always been in distinct o::ntrast 
to aJr policy and attitudes towards the nation-states of Ellrope. El.lrope, 
in aJr perception, has historically been seen as a s=ce of irrmigrants ar.d 
01lture. 1,"hile Africa is perceived in = comtry as a SaJrce of cheap 
labair and r<M materials to be exploited for the benefit of a privileged class 
of Ellropean settlers. '!his ·stereo-type of Africa, as bein; withoot 01lt1,1re 
and civilization, a continent to J::e subjugated by the advocates of ",=ter race" 
politics, has led to a kind of Tarzan, Jane, BOy relationship beo..~ the 
United States and Africa. Thls mt only reflects racial chauvinism, b.lt a 
grossly unreal attituee which underplays the significance of Africa to the 
w:>rld in general and to the United States in partiwlar. ' 
' 
One of the tragedies of aJr own tiJres that this histor1 of na,ative 
attitudes has procuced, is the massive starvation and drcllght in huge areas 
of the African oontinent. We live in a scientific age that recognizes that 
what are vie1,-ed as natural disasters are often the by-product of years of 
neglect and plunder. 'nle hunger and death that stalks wide areas of the African 
continent today rust becare the concern of the entire international eotmunity 
because it is a threat to the hur.ian family. Poverty and injustice anywhere 
is a threat to justice everywhere. We, in North Anerica, blessed with one of the 
rost fertile and productive agriOlltural lands in the 'nOrld, r.ust cease being 
insensitive to the 01rrent sufferil1g in Africa. We nust trobilize = awndant 
res0.1rces, tlm:ugh bot.'1 C-overr.irent and non-governrrental organizations, to bril1g 
assistance and relief to oor brothers and sisters that are in Africa. It is a 
measure of the call0.1sness of t.'ie present administration in the United States 
that it "°'1ld p.lli 82 millicn acres of arable land OJt of production, 
while 5,000,000 peot;>le a year die of starvation in the third 'nOrld. '.11lis too 
is a dL.ensicn of U.S. Africa policy, when .ie, who have such ab..mdant capacity 
to feed the lllln:lary, deny ·rrel!ters of the human family access to this relief 
from hun;rer and starvation. 
• 
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This policy of cynicism and callrusness has the United States in an 
official partnership with the racist apartheid regirre in Sruth Africa. 
eorporate greed, in the search for t.'le r.mtimJm return on invest.rents, has 
frund in the racist aoartheid syster:1, with its brutal denial of hulran rights, 
a favo.irable climate guaranteein;J the highest profits in the \<Orld. An 
i\lrerican Goverrurent that pretends to be rutraged by the hurran rights situation 
in Poland is apparently quite satisfied with the brutal denial of hu..ian rights 
in Pretoria. This is reasured in part by the deafenin;J official silence 
in rur cruntry =min:J the plight of 8,000,000 black Africans who have been 
stripped of their Sruth African citizenship and forcibly renoved f:can the 
cities of Sruth Africa and relocated into Bantustans, thereby irade refugees and 
aliens in their= cruntry. In the lan:;iuage of the apartheid re:,irre, this 
is called "separate developnent" and the U.S. Sruthern Africa policy which 
supports this barbarism is called· "constructive engagene"lt". 
In the service of this policy, the Reagan administration has given the 
green light for loans to Sruth Africa from the International M:,netary FUnd. 
It has allowed =re Salth African consulates to OpeI'.l in the United States; 
expa."lded military ties with the apartheid regime, which includes trainin;J the 
Sruth African Coast Guard; it has encouraged Sruth Africa's ·repeated military 
invasions in Angola, by withholdin;J diplcxratic recognition to the Angolan 
People's RefUblic; and has generally created a cli.."'ate of official endorseirent 
that has n'ade the United States Sruth Africa's runtier one tradin;J partner. 
It nust be raiarbere:i. that the flow of foreign capital into sruth Africa, from 
the United States, Britain and other allies, is essential to the apartheid 
regilre's econanic growth, and economic growth in Sruth Africa, as elsei,.tiere, 
is essential toppolitical stability • 
In order to p:r:arote the political stability .of the aoartheid regime, U.S. 
policy invariably adopts a dalble-standard in ll'atters of l'al.lian rights. For 
exarrple, when a solidarity union in Poland is suppressed and a leader is jailed, 
rur official policy is to implerrent an . econanic boycott against Poland in 
re~qnse to this violation of lnlnan rights. When the ANC in Sruth Africa and 
the trade unions affiliated to it are suppressed and abolished, and leaders, like 
Nelson Mandela, are ja'.led, ..,~ respond to this violation of hurran rights by 
expanding economic, diplooatic ar.d military ties with the regir.e, Furt:her.rore , 
the U.S. veto is repeatedly used in the U.N. Security Ca.:ncil to frustrate 
ever:1 effort by the international cxm.unity to effect econcr.u.c sanctions against 
Sooth Africa. We, in the United States, rrust rreasure hurr.an rights by one 
yardstick and free rurselves of this hyp::x:risy that increasi.-r;ily alienates us 
from the pe:>ples of the ;...orld stniggl.in:; for hl.ur>an dignity and self--deteDniration. 
Cur national view of sruthem A.."rica llUst radically chan:,e fror., seein; it as 
essentially a piece of geo-p:,litical real estate to l::e used by the United 
States for selfish ends withrut regard to the aspirations of the people of · 
sruthern l'.frica. This i:urely gee-political approach has led to a aan,errus 
situation in which Arrerican ruclear technolcgy has been made accessible to 
the aoart:heid re:,ir.e. New that regirn has ao:;:uired the technicalt apability 
of procucin:, atomic weapons. In this way, rur Africa policy, together with 
that of Israel, has helped to create a situation that is a threat to the 
sovereignty of every nation on the African continent. The dis=t rrovarent 
in rur cruntry rust give far nore attention to this partiOllar ruclear threat 
than it has in the past. 
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The Rea,,an administration's "oonst..TUctive en;iagerent" policy is a rrulti-
pron;ed strate,y designed to help Sa.ith Africa gain acceptance and respectability 
in t.1-ie West and thereby break cut of the isolation i t has experienced in the 
international camunity sil1ce the late l960's. Tilis support from the united 
States has emboldened the aeartl:¥rid regi."re, and enocuraged its military 
aggressions. TI1is places a part.irularly heavy l:uro.en on the fronUine States, 
who have ocuragecusly l!'aintained a principled opposition to atiartheid in the 
face of ever-nDllltirq l'lilitary and dipla!'atic pressures upon ther.1 to accamcdate 
to Sa.ith Africa's wishes. All of us have been inspired by the ccuragecus 
struggles and sacrifices bein, made by these newly erancipated cc::untries, 
in an effort to overccrne generations of econcxnic and rultural deprivation, 
that are the legacy of oolonialism. Too f:cuits of these sacrifices are ncM 
bein:J threatened by a new fonn of subjugation ccm:in, from the mst b:cutally 
racist reg:ine on earth. 
I need not tell ycu that we live in perilcus t.iITes. I need not tell 
yoi that the :vast majority of huirankind wants peace, eccnanic and social 
justice, and the right of self-detennination. This very institution was 
designed and J:uilt by the nations of the \o.Orld includin; the United states 
to ilrpla:ient these goals. We in the United States have had a very special 
interest and mission in creatirq the United Nations. OJr people have care 
fran all comers of the globe, fran Africa, l:l.ll:Ope, A.sia and the Arrericas. OJr 
nation Weed is a mini-United Nations. I want to assure ycu that as I travel 
arcund this ocuntry and talk to the ~le in the tcr,ms, cities and factories 
they tell rre how :inportant it is that we learn to live with the rest of the 
v.orld especially because we are fast becx:lm:in; a geruinely interdependent \..Orld. 
nie electronic roodia brings to cur living roa:is the wars in Salvador, Lebanon, 
and An;Jola. The people of this cc::untry l<l1ow and want a oontinuing dialogue 
with the rest of the v.o:rld and they see the United Nations as a forum where 
this dialogue can take place. I wculd like to ass.ire ycu that the political 
gi.'mlicks to µmi.sh this or that international m:ganization is nothin; rore 
than political girnllickery. After all it is sarewhat hum:m:cus when a major 
Power like rurs begins to .p.mish an international organization devoted to 
uplifting the s:rall fanrers of the \o.Orld, The real Arrerican tradition is to 
stand by. the seashore ;,.n:i wave people to care in a.'ld share rur . l:ounty and not to 
wave them goodbye. ' 
The crisis in southern Africa needs cur attention. This is 1984. For 
the people of Namiliia 1984 iraans one hundred years of oolonialisrn. For decac<aS 
the United Nations has attempted to ne:,otiate the independence of Namibia with 
the Rep.lblic of SOJth Africa. Never be.fore has the 1,Qrld = so close to 
achieving a solution as in Security COJncil resolution 435. nut the Governrrent 
of Sa.ith Afri~_ contirues to place sl:llr.1bling blocks on the road to Nar.ri.bia' s 
independence . The Governirent of SOJth Africa introduces conditions that r.ust 
l:e solved prior to addressin; Na.1li.bia' s indepero.ence, '!he GovE:l:utent of South 
Africa is delayin; the independence of Namibia. 'lhe United States rust not 
find itself a party to Sooth Africa's obstructionist plan. I-le JruSt not find 
a.u:selves rupportin;; a Govern..ent that violates the basic principles of the 
United Nations Charter. The \o.Orld has lon, recognized the inhumanity, 
.imrorality, and injustice of apartheid. 'lbe global connuni.ty has sought to 
isolate the apartheid Govel:Ilrrent. In every other part of the glol::e nations 
have ll'ade steps fon."axd ac.'lieving greater social, eccnomic, and l?Ol itical 
justice for t.'leir people. SOJth Africa chose to stand still/step bacl,.-wai:d. 
• 
. . . 
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In every ot.'ier part of the globe nations have given up or are givin;J up their 
oolonies. Scuth Africa choses to stand still/steo backwa:cd. The oreoonditions 
and ·extranecus issues raised by Scuth Africa only· delay Na'lli.bia's Wependence. 
The United States nust not find itself a party to the delaying process. We 
can play a rre.jor role in developing a new st...'"ategy towa:cds achieving indeper.dence 
for Namibia. This strategy shculd be undertaken under the aus;>ices of the 
United Nations and include SWAPO as the sole and authentic representative 
of the ,,eople of Namibia. 
This Conference today can J::e yet another milestone pointing U.S. i;ublic 
opinion in a new direction. One that insists U.S. Africa policy be oonsistent 
with justice and \-.orld peace. 'ihis requires a new fornula in a.u: relations 
with Sa.Ith Africa. 'nle enfra.nchise!rent of t.'1e najority pop.ilation in South 
Africa·· justifies investrrent in the eoonal¥ of that =try. "One person-one 
vote," freely exercised, is an internationally recognized principle consistent 
with justice and the rt:le of law. On the other hand, disenfranchiserent 
such as exists on a nass scale in Scuth Africa today justifies disinvestment 
by u.s. corporations in the Scuth African eCC>rarrJ. Not one n-ore U.S. oorporation 
shculd be licensed to do blsiness in Scuth Africa, and the nore than 350 U.S. 
oorporations already doing blsiness nust J::e given a strictly enforced tire-table 
for caning rut of Sa.Ith Africa. We~ Fo:cd, General ~btors, Olrysler, 
IE!-1, Exxon, Contl:01 Data Corporation·, and all the others. The present U.S. 
partnership with aoartheid is a violation of air national :rorality. Choosing 
dollars over dignity not only in Scuth Africa, bit in El Salvador, C)ti.le, the 
Philippines, and elsewhere aro.md the world is leadirg us as a; nation eow1a the 
· road to rroral suici.ce. 
I am oonficlent today that a.u: social c.'ian;,e r:cverent in the United States 
for peace with justice has reached a tuming point in the understanding of t.'1e 
foreign poliC'.f of a.u: nation. There is a rapidly growing- recognition of 
the uzgency to n-ove .au- nation in a new direction. C>..lr "rainbow coalition" 
is the broadly-l:ased vehicle and the rallying point thxwgh which millions 
of people are expressing their hope and deteJ::mination to f ree themselves from 
injustice. The Ra:i.nlxlw Coalition. is giving the people of Arrerica a vision 
of a peaceful "orld and a just society at hor!e. 
' In recent rront.'1s, I have personally t>.ad extended to rre a l!Ullll,.er of oordial. 
invitations !rom di s tinguished repreeentatives of t.'1e frontline States to · 
visit their respective ccur.tries and to talk with t.'1e people. I intend to 
honrur those invitations, because I know such visits shared between us can 
help l:uild the oonos of friendship and solidarity, that can rove the world 
away frcm the brink of ruclear holocaust into a bright dawn of hurran 
develo;:inant a."ld peace . 
The United Nations, as an international forum, oonti.rues to be a beaccn 
light and a vital center of r.oral authority in these perilais i:ut hopeful ti.'1'es. 
Because it is a meeting place for the 1-.hole of humanit y, the United Na tions 
helps us to see thraigh the darkness, the great possibilities for profa.md 
charqes that are on the horizon. For those of us 1mo play so::e role in 
l!O.llding p..iblic opinion, one of a.u: rrost ilrportant challenges is to make the 
work of the United Nations r.ore widely known arrong the peoples of the United 
States. We accept that challenge and reqarci. this Conference as a significant 
oontrib.ltion towards helping us fulfil that task. 
.. 
• 
• 
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Struggle for freedom - contirue to struggle - rut it r.ust l:e mass 
suffering, mass sacrifice, !l'aSS marching, l'i'aSS prayer and !l'aSS resistance. 
You.,will then reap massive rerults. suffer, rut ruffer voluntarily for the 
sake of liberation and self-respect. Suffer becanse you intend to pay the 
price to go forward. .:,Uffer, not by na;;ation, but by affirration, and 
detennination to be .free • 
. 
Don't adjust to apartheid - resist and rebel. Face the crucifixion. 
Faith teaches that beyom the Crucifixion the stone will be rolled a1way, and 
you will then realize a Reaurrection, new life, n£M hope, new possibility. 
If ~= mist die, do so with dignity, die nobly, die like a !:ear facing 
foi:ward, not like a rabbit, running and clucking and dodging in humiliation. 
Rem:m:ier that suffering breeds character, character breeds fait.'1, and 
in the end, faith will not disappoint. l'.ay God bless you • 
' 
' 
-·· 
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ADDRESS BY DR, SAM Sl'.AFIISHUNA NUJOMA 
PRESIDENT OF SWAPO 
Mr. Chairman, 
Mr. Secretary-General of the United Nations, 
Your Excellencies, · 
Members of the Special Committee, 
Invited Guests, 
Ladies and Gentlemen, 
Comrades, 
Mr , Chairman, 
My colleagues and I are most gratified to see you preside over 
this important North American Conference for Action against Apartheid, 
The convening of the Conference by the Special Committee is both timely 
and appropriate. Your Committee has, over the years, played an imaginative 
and leading role in the United Nations and the world over as a vital 
instrument for promoting the interests of the oppressed peoples of southern 
Africa. Its active opposition to the forces of colonial oppression, racist 
domination and foreign exploitation is a matter of a proud public record. 
The Special Committee has been able to carry out this commendable 
work thanks to the able and dynamic leadership emerging, at some critical 
times, from the ranks of its membership, In addition, the Special 
Committee is quite fortunate to have at its disposal the Centre against 
Apartheid, under the directorship of Mr, Reddy, one of the most creative 
and powerful minds, coupled with a keen sense of duty, as well as the 
ever productive Sec·retariat of the Committee; their combined efforts 
serve to assure the success of the deliberations of the distinguished 
delegates. 
' Undoubtedly, nov is such a critical time in· terms of the explosive 
situation which is currently prevailing in southern Africa. Fortunately, 
Mr. Chairman, your assumption of the leadership of this important Committee, 
at this time, is, indeed, favourable and welcome to us. You have all 
the necessary qualifications and you hail, as vell, from a great African 
country, Nigeria, whose role in the decolonization of southern Africa and 
in the world-wide anti-anartheid campaign is second to none. Your o•.m 
personal support for and commitment to the heroic struggles being waged 
by the African patriots in South Africa and Namibia has remained firm 
throughout the years, consistent with the resolute position of Nigeria 
to providing on a continuing basis all-round, concrete material assistance 
to the National Liberation Movements of South Africa and Namibia, We 
are most grateful for this militant and practical gesture of solidarity. 
And we wish you well in your heavy responsibility. 
Mr. Chairman, it is an honour for me to share the limelight on 
this special occasion, marking the solemn opening of the Conference, with 
an impressive cast of world statesmen, government and party leaders, 
diplomats. and other outstanding personalities·. All of them are well-known 
. ' 
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for their tireless efforts to reduce tensions and conflicts in the world 
and to promote liberation, Justice, peace and human progress. 
Mr. Chairman, Your Excellencies, Ladies and Gentlemen, Comrades, it 
is hardly difficul.t to imagine how our detractors and apologists of 
apartheid South Afri.ca will react to this Conference. They will decry . 
the speeches; they .vill calculate the cost of holding the Conference 
and conclude that it was a waste; they will express a deep concern 
about the ,language of the final declaration; they will argue about 
the lost opportunities and point to the so-called peace process in 
southern Africa; they will invite us all gathered here to reciprocate 
Botha's latest initiatives for peaceful co- existence which, it is alleged, 
is the basis for bringing about Namibia's independence and for eliminating 
apartheid in the long run. 
Of course, if there wer,e no apartheid, there would be no need for 
this Conference. If racist South Africa had implemented Security 
Council resolution 435 (1978), there woul.d be no talk about illegal 
occupation and colonial rul.e in Namibia. Similarly, there would be 
no talk about Pretoria's state terrorism, repeated acts of aggression 
and destabilization against the frontline and other States in the region. 
The fact of the matter is apartheid, which has been condemned ·as 
a criine against humanity, is further being entrenched institutionally 
and as a matter of domestic and regional policy. Therefore , we must 
continue to repeat things that we have been saying against that repugnant 
and evil system since its inception in 1948. The apartheid system is 
founded on brute force; it breeds violence and racial hatred daily; 
it has now in the recent years assumed a most dangerous course, namely, 
the total domination of virtually all aspects of the society by the 
military and its support units such as the intelligence and the so-called 
"Security". Under the circumstances, it is the duty of the entire world 
community to redouble its efforts to further effectively isolate, , 
rather than embrace, the apartheid regime. On this basis, we are on 
record as having condemned those western European governments, w~ich 
invited racist Botha to visit their capitals recently. S~ch reprehensible 
actions by prominent members of t he United Nations, including certain 
members of the Security Council, weaken rather than strengthen the 
efforts or the Organization and prevent it from giving a practical 
meaning to its resolutions and decisions which are int ended to compel 
t he Boer regime to cocply. 
In the face of Pretoria ' s persistent defiance and intransigence, 
the strong demand is now for the immediate imposition of total sanctions 
against it. 
Pretoria is the very source of all the problems in our region. 
Its aggressive regional expansionism and reign of terror are continuing 
to cause much suffering and destruction and the resul.ting situation is 
increasingly threatening peace and security in the region and in the 
world. 
While preaching peaceful co-existence from one side or his mouth, 
Botha is calling for more and more military expenditures and expanded 
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nuclear weapons capability, which is assUDrl.ng dangerous proportions, 
thanks to the ever ready co-operation and assistance which certain 
major western powers give to the admirers ot Nazi Germany and Hitler. 
Mr. Chairman, Saturday was the eighth anniversary of the Soveto 
uprising. June 16th is marked annually since 1976 as a day on vhich all 
mankind is reminded ·once again ot the brutal and vanton murder ot 
thousands ot young school. children and ·other South African patriots 
by the fascist ~outh African army and police. SWAPO, in militant 
solidarity vith the fraternal people of South.Africa and their liberation 
movement, pays revolutionary tribute to the memory ot those who made a 
supreme sacrifice on that dark day in apartheid South Africa. 
Our stands.rd practice in warfare is not to mourn for the fallen 
comrades and heroes. Rather, what is called for is rededication in 
the continuing struggle and to, as ve further intensify the armed 
liberation struggle, carry on the people's national resistance, conscious 
ot the tact that freedom is not free, and that · sutfering is the price 
for liberty. 
Today we join hands vith the comrades ot the African National 
Congress of South Africa and Umkhonto We Sizve, its military ving, 
to rededicate ourselves in the struggle, leaving, in the process, no 
stone unturned, until we have achieved fully the objectives and goals 
for which many others have sacrificed and continue to sacrifice, namely, 
the right to self-determination, freedom, liberation and democracy. 
Mr. Chairman, this year marks the tenth anniversary of apartheid 
South Africa's suspension from the General Assembly. This historic 
action vas ta.ken in .order to send a strong message of censure to Pretoria 
t o change its ways and to accept the authority and directives of the 
Unit ed Nations calling for the total eradication of the evil anartheid 
syst em. Many other actions and decis ions have been ta.ken to turn racist 
South Africa ava::r from a dangerous path of confrontation vith th~ vorld 
community and to compel it to accept the demands of the overvhelllling 
majority of t he South African population for the abolishment of the 
tyranny of apartheid and for the establishment ot a non-racial democratic 
society in the interests of all the people of South Africa as one political 
and geographical entity. 
The latest inj ustice against the interests of the South African 
black majority is the insiduous constitutional farce vhich would effectively 
strip them of their citizenship in their own country. The so-called 
constitution does not deal with the fundamental issues of land and transfer 
of power from the illegitimate minority regime to the entire South 
African population regardless of race or national origin. As long as 
the black majority is denied its basic hlllllan and political. rights, the 
struggle vill continue and will, in due course, assume various new 
dimensions and the situation will grov from bad to worse. Botha's 
half-vay or stop-gap arrangements will not solve any of the major 
political problems .facing the anartheid ~egime. There is already a 
growing and. impressive activism inside South Africa itsel f . The 
national resistance of the oppressed will continue to embrace all the 
sections and tendencies of the black majority in South Africa.· 
. ' 
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Thus, ve see that the black people, th~ Asians and the s~-called 
Coloured communities vill continue to strengthen unity and co-operation 
in the face of the efforts of the apartheid regime to isolate the blacks 
by trying to co-opt the Asians and the Coloureds in order to make them 
liable for compulsory military conscription to_.fight th~ combat~!.S~ -
Umkhonto We Sizwe. The policy of divide;and-rule has no chance of success. 
It stands despised and rejected by the struggling masses. We urge all 
gathered here to condemn and reject these diabolical schemes. 
This is the centenary year of the infamous Berlin Conference which 
heralded the scrambie for Africa, sub,jugation of its people and plunder 
of i ts raw materials and minerals by the European powers. llamibia is not 
yet free end our people have been waging a heroic struggle age.inst the 
' successive colonial regimes for the past 100 years. 
Today SWAPO is leading that struggle. SWAPO has mobilized the Namibian 
masses and they have assumed the patr iotic duty as their own liberators. 
For the past 18 years, SWAPO's cilitary wing, the People's Liberation A:rl11/f 
of Namibia ( PWI) has bee.n ,-aging a fierce armed struggle against the 
occupation forces of racist South Africa. Pretoria's var machine has 
failed to impose a military solution. The cost of continuing aggressive, 
colonial war has become unbearable for the regime in terms of lives, 
resources and politically. It costs the regime nearly 2 billion rand per 
year to mintain its colonial forces. Politically and, indeed, economically, 
the situation has become uncontrollable and is bound to produce grave 
results in the not too distant future. 
It is clear that Botha has some serious problems in his lap. He sees 
that the future of his colonial rule in r:amibia is doomed. But he lacks the 
political will and the courage of a strong leader to expedite llamibia's 
independence. Right now Botha is selling some deceptive ideas about 
•rarious alternatives to resolution 435. This has been the characteristic 
behaviour of the Pretoria regime, al,-ays trying something new to avoid a 
firm commitment that would lead to the ic;>lementatton of that re.solution. 
Botha, contrary to the much publicized change of heart on his part, has . 
done nothing new or differently from his basic ideological and racist position. 
~e, like bis predecessors, has no intention of leaving Namibia. He is also 
totally opposed to a SWAPO government, even one emerging from free and 
fair elections. The idea of a genuine independence for Namibia is an anathema 
to Botha and his Gestapo agents . 
So it is today, instead of accepting imple=entation of the L'l< Independence 
?lan for Nanibia, Botha has joined the unholy alliance with the Reagan ---....... 
Ad!:>inistrat1on, and they continu~ to insist on the "linkage" issue . In other 
•.1ords, no independence for Uamibia. Until ~he vithdra...,.·a.l of Cuban forces from 
Angola . Our patience has been tested for so long, and the suffering o! our 
people is considered meaningless. The pain and sorrow that we endure as we 
plead for our just rights and legitimate demands ·engender no understanding 
from those who are driven only by ideological considerations and pre-occupation 
for profits and mineral rights over hw::a.n rights. 
Actually, their position is we must patiently wai t while the Reagan 
Administration is pursu~ng its geo-political and ideological interests! 
It is adar.iantly declared that there can be no independence for Namibia 
unless and until the Cuban forces are out of Angola. Frankly, ape.rt from 
the fact that t~is is a cruel and unwarranted imposition, the llamibian people 
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have absolutely no pover to change m.e.tters vhich are extraneous and alien 
to resolution 435 and vhich fall vithin the Juri sdiction of sovereign 
States. We have privately and publicly repeatedly condemned and rejected 
the "linkage" pre-condition. We reiterate our position here today. 
Another area o( grave concern to us is •.mat we see as calculated 
attempts to undermine the authority or the United Nations over l!amibia 
and to frustrate the efforts of the United Nations Secretary-General t o 
implement resolution 435. As far as SWAPO is concerned, the G.uestion of 
Namibia must remain as a unique responsibility of this Organization . 
The Member States should find, as a matter of urgency, ways and means 
to support the United Nations in this noble cause. 
I vould like to urge particularly that there is an imperati ·re need 
for the Security Council to assume its responsibility fully and to compel 
Pretoria to implement the UN Plan forthvith. The central role of the 
Secretary-General in this process must be assured and enhanced so that he 
can do all that is required to accelerate t he decol onization process 
of Namibia. 
Mr. Chairman, last month SWAPO and its allies vent to Lusaka for 
what we thought would be a serious meeting, which took place from 11 to 
13 May 1984. As ve did at the Geneva meeting on Namibia in 1981, I stated 
in Lusaka that I had been given a full candate by the SWAPO Central Committee 
to sign a ceasefire with South Africa right at that meeting, and to proceed 
with the overall implementation of resolution 435 in order to bring about 
the independence of Namibia •. Once again, South Africa and her puppets, 
a re-run of the Geneva meeting, engaged in an endless array of diversionary 
actiVities . ~t became cl ear that they had something else in mind, and 
another golden opportunity was missed, While we keep the door open for any 
serious business is South Africa is ready to talk about implementation of 
resolution 435, SWAPO will not allow itself in the :future to Join· that kind 
of a circus which exposed to the whole world, one more time, th~t apartheid 
South Africa's promises are meaningl ess and that it will always abuse the 
goodwill and nexibility of t hose who reall y desire an end to t hls tragic 
story. 
There was, however, something positive and politically signifi cant 
at the Lusaka meeting, SWAPO leadership, t hese f rom hor.ie and those abroad, 
and follo-.;ers, joined hands with other patriots. from·Nai:iibia, •.thites included , 
who came for t he meeting to consolidate unity in action on the basis of. a common 
interest, t hat is, the immediate independence of the fatherland. SWAPO's 
vanguard role was acknowledged and accepted, as being the leader of t he 
nation at home and abroad. That is where our strength l ies, and it is that popular 
support of the Namibian masses which gives us confidence to declare t hat we 
are ready to participate in the elections supervised and controlled by the 
United !lations, but, in t he absence of the ballot box, t he People's Liberation 
Army of l-!amibia (PLAI1) vill intensify and prosecute a protracted people's 
var of national liberation. We are confident that we shall eventuall y win, 
for that is the only l ogical outcome of the struggle which so far has ta.~en 
us 18 years. The morale of our cadres is very high, and the Central Co=ittee 
is committed to continue to mobilize the international coc:r.tunit y to render i ncreasec 
and sustained all-round material assistance . We will do the Job ourselves as 
our ovn liberators. 
